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1. Overview: The different aspects of the BALERIA program
BALERIA is a European-wide social value training on FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE. It consists of an optional
workshop series and practical activities for sport events. The aim of the program is to connect
different groups of children through sports during awareness-raising sport events which can
additionally be framed by charity activities (Solidarity support). Children can think about and
experience social values in multi-modal activities to prepare for life in open societies and getting
aware about the different aspects of Fair Play and Fair Life.
TARGET GROUPS are kids in playgroups and kindergartens, primary and secondary schools. The
program focuses on all children, especially nationally and ethnically diverse groups, minorities and
children with special needs.
INCLUSION
The program predominantly serves at strengthening the group’s tolerance and respect for each other
and educates the children to apply this behaviour also outside their groups.
BALERIA PHILOSOPHY: “FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE – Building bridges through sports”
The program is using the potential of sports and creative activities to break down social barriers and
to bring social values like tolerance, solidarity, respect and justice to life.
“All of us want to be treated fairly and therefore we also should treat others
fairly. We are all responsible for the fair treatment of others and ourselves.”
BALERIA WORKSHOPS and the Fair Life house
In workshops the children learn about and practice key aspects of FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE, which are
linked to tolerance, solidarity, respect and justice. The children consider rules and responsibilities
which are necessary to provide equal opportunities and fairness to everybody. Herewith the children
can playfully and consciously reflect the challenges in integrating different people. To visualize this,
we used the Fair Life house, a home that children can furnish such that different people with
different needs could live there together (cf. Fig. 1)
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„Come in and join our FAIR LIFE home, a place for everyone!“

Fig. 1: BALERIA house – FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE

BALERIA CAMPUS
The event day presents sports as FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE opportunity for all. Children have the
possibility to practice and experience the different aspects of FAIR PLAY and FAIR LIFE in playful
group exercises and games. The event can be framed by the BALERIA SOLIDARITY SUPPORT activities.
BALERIA SOLIDARITY SUPPORT
Creative activities are used to create charity and solidarity projects to develop social, cultural and
international networks. The concept of social inclusion tackles economically disadvantaged children
through solidarity support. Activities range from collecting specific objects to create value to
producing their own solidarity products (“kids for kids”).
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2. Description of the BALERIA project and its different facets
Introduction
In times of globalisation and internationalisation many societies are facing important societal
changes. Social values are a key asset to cope with the challenges of more and more heterogeneous
communities. Teaching social values in education systems has become essential to prepare young
children for life in open societies. However, the curriculum of schools, kindergartens and sport clubs
often does not provide structural courses on social inclusion, integration, solidarity and equal
opportunities. The BALERIA program focuses on these topics under the framework of FAIR PLAY &
FAIR LIFE and is using the potential of sports and creative activities to break down social barriers and
to bring social values to life.

Background and development of the BALERIA project
BALERIA is an EU-funded project (Collaborative Partnership, Erasmus+ Sport, 2018 - 2019), which was
practically implemented in cooperation with selected schools, kindergartens and sport clubs in six
participating countries (Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Italy, Portugal and Slovenia). In collaboration
with the experts of each country, a European-wide social value training on FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE has
been developed using sports for kids and teenagers as framework for the BALERIA story.
Foremost, the program is designed to be sustainable beyond the funding phase. With the support of
this manual including best practice examples, different check lists, training lessons and a catalogue of
activities, interested organizations can run the BALERIA program independently on reasonably low
budgets.

Central goals of the BALERIA training program
The program focuses on the BALERIA philosophy “FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE – building bridges through
sports”. The program aims at making young kids aware about the different aspects of FAIR PLAY
which apply not only to sports, but also to life in general, especially when we as a society want that
people with different backgrounds, cultures and needs live peacefully together. The program boils
this large societal topic down to the BALERIA-story in which the BALERIA-house, “a fair play and fair
life place for all” will be furbished and designed by children within a series of small workshops.
In those workshops the children not only learn about and practice key aspects of FAIR PLAY & FAIR
LIFE, but also think about rules and responsibilities which are necessary to provide equal
opportunities and fairness to everybody. Herewith the children can playfully and consciously
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consider the challenges in integrating people with different needs. Creative activities are used to
create charity and solidarity projects to develop social, cultural and international networks.
The four key aspects of FAIR PLAY and FAIR LIFE resemble the entrance steps leading to the BALERIA
house and focus on:
Step 1: TOLERANCE = „I imagine, I were you and same rights for everyone.”
Step 2: SOLIDARITY = “I take responsibility for others and for myself.”
Step 3: RESPECT = “I act respectfully and communicate appreciation to others.”
Step 4: JUSTICE = “I win and lose fairly.”

The training program ends with an event-day, the so-called BALERIA CAMPUS which brings all the
participants together and presents sports as FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE opportunity for all. Ideally the
BALERIA program frames an already existing sport event of an institution by picking up the contents
of the preceding workshops in BALERIA PLAY STATIONS. In addition to the original sport event, the
children have then the possibility to practice and experience the different aspects of FAIR PLAY and
FAIR LIFE in playful exercises and games.
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Target groups and addressed organisations
The target audiences are kids in playgroups, kindergartens, primary and secondary schools as well as
sport clubs. The program focuses on all children, especially nationally and ethnically diverse groups,
minorities and children with special needs. The teachers and educators play a key role and their
commitment to the BALERIA philosophy which is essential for running the BALERIA program
successfully. For an effective implementation of BALERIA in participating organisations it is useful to
consider the existing structures, e.g. learning environments or sport events, school events, project
days or project weeks, etc. in which BALERIA can be integrated in order to be accessible and
manageable for the educators. The possibility to integrate or add the BALERIA program easily to
existing structures is one important success factor to ensure sustainability of the project beyond the
funding phase.

BALERIA philosophy
The BALERIA philosophy is represented by the BALERIA FAIR PLAY house. The BALERIA house stands
for the society we all live in. The key message of the BALERIA philosophy is: “All of us want to be
treated fairly and therefore we also should treat others fairly. We are all responsible for the fair
treatment of others and ourselves.” During the workshops preparing the BALERIA Campus day, the
children develop and learn about rules and ways how diverse people can interact with each other so
that everybody can find his or her place and role - not only in sports, but also in everyday life. The
training program includes four steps of FAIR PLAY and FAIR LIFE represented by four steps climbing
up to the BALERIA house. During the course units the teacher ascents together with the children the
four steps to the house and as such increases knowledge and experience of FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE
“step by step”. At the end of the workshop series the full group moves into the house, signs the FAIR
PLAY & FAIR LIFE contract and is ready to participate in the BALERIA Campus day. During the final
event the children can again apply and experience the social values they learned during the
workshops in specific FAIR PLAY games.
Sustainability of the BALERIA program will be ensured by the possibility to run the program on low
budget as well as relatively little additional workload for teachers and educators in the respective
institutions, for example by including voluntary teaching assistants to run the workshops, e.g. from
university or teacher trainings (cf. Checklists in Chapter 7).
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Aspects of inclusion
The BALERIA training program is addressed to children, age 5 to 16. The catalogue of activities sorted
by the BALERIA values provides the possibility that activities can be selected which are adapted to
the specific target group. Children of different ages, with or without special needs, regardless to their
race, nationality, ethnicity, religious believes and economic status can participate at the BALERIA
workshop series and Campus. The program predominantly serves at strengthening the group’s
tolerance and respect for each other and educates the children to apply this behaviour also outside
their groups.
The children get to know social inclusion through sports & fair-play rules by playing fair-play football
or other sports. They are involved in the BALERIA Campus creative activities to transfer their view on
fair-play to their peers. The BALERIA Campus tool kit is produced in all participating countries by
children for children and represents the BALERIA philosophy “FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE – building
bridges through sports”.
In preparation of the BALERIA Campus children learn and experience during the BALERIA workshops
what tolerance means with respect to their social environment. The primary focus is on learning how
to be tolerant to class mates, family and friends, team mates and people they get to know in
everyday life. In order to create a deeper understanding and promote a sustainable behaviour with
respect to tolerance and solidarity, it is important for the children to challenge their current views in
their own everyday-life environment. Many children are already challenged by that.
With first learning and practicing Fair Play in terms of tolerance, solidarity, respect and justice in
classrooms, the program highlights existing prejudices and stereotypes and makes the children
experience tolerance in their normal environment. Herewith the program aims at an important part
of social value education which can be applied to any group and person outside the classroom.
»Reaching out«: With »reaching out« participants of the BALERIA program can make acquaintance
with children who are different from themselves and can learn about different life styles, needs and
ways of being. This step is particularly useful if BALERIA is run multiple times with the same
participants (e.g. in subsequent years). One option is to mix the participants from different
classes/groups of the same organisation at BALERIA Campus and let them start in new teams. In
order to increase more diversity, children of other organisations can also be invited to BALERIA
Campus.
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BALERIA Solidarity Support
The concept of solidarity support also tackles social inclusion by focusing on economically
disadvantaged children through charity activities such as collecting specific materials like recycling
paper, clothes or shoes to fund social projects. By that the project does not only address children,
but also activates their parents who contribute to the charity activities. More on solidarity support is
available in the BALERIA Solidarity Manual on https://www.BALERIA.eu/project/.

3. BALERIA in cooperation with different organizations
The BALERIA program can be run either by a single organization or institution like kindergartens,
schools, and sports clubs or as a cooperation of different institutions. Organizational workload and
practical constraints regarding resources, dates and involved volunteers increase with the number of
cooperation partners. On the other hand children as well as the local society will benefit from the
greater attention and attraction of a public BALERIA campus, for example on a market square, where
different groups of children engage in Fair Play activities together (cf. BALERIA impressions from Italy
and Slovenia on https://www.BALERIA.eu). Visual impressions for BALERIA run within one
organizations can be found in BALERIA impressions from Germany https://www.BALERIA.eu).
In case an organization considers running the program in cooperation with other local organizations,
there is a flyer prepared for use in Chapter 7 (Checklists and Forms)

Factors of success for winning a cooperation partner
 Implement the program at one institution at the time OR for cooperation projects spend
considerable amount of time to select cooperation partners to avoid drop-out during the
program
 Establish links to organizations that can provide voluntary teaching assistants, for example
through internships (e.g. universities).
 Ensure commitment of the participating teachers and directors of the organization to the
program and its philosophy (e.g. with signing the declarations, cf. Chapter 7 Checklists and
Forms)
 Be transparent about the necessary budget and additional workload for the involved teachers
and educators
 Identify suitable learning facilities to run the BALERIA workshops (classrooms, gyms, etc.)
 Identify suitable event structures for running the BALERIA Campus (e.g. sport events)
 Ensure the organisation’s participation at involving and informing the parents.
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Declaration of Principles
The Declaration of Principles is a document that states the BALERIA values and is signed by the cooperation partner at the start of the BALERIA project. With its signature the organisation commits to
the project and promotes the BALERIA philosophy and values. A template for a Declaration of
Principles can be found in Chapter 7 (Checklists and Forms).

The BALERIA ambassador
The BALERIA ambassador is a public person who is suitable for promoting and supporting the
BALERIA values and philosophy due to her/his personality and public activities. She/he should
identify with the BALERIA values and central goals of the project. In her/his role in public life the
person acts as a role model for the target group. The ambassador is actively included at the BALERIA
Campus to get in contact with the target group. If an ambassador is selected, s/he can become an
authentic role model for the children and create an emotional attachment to the project.
Relevant characteristics of the ambassador:
A BALERIA Ambassador is a public person who:
 …represents a specific societal domain: sport, arts & culture, entrepreneurship, education etc.
 …identifies with the BALERIA philosophy and values
 …promotes social inclusion in his field of activity
 …can be a role model for the target group
 …inspires the target group by her/his personality
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4. BALERIA - Detailed course plan for workshops
For this manual we prepared an example for a workshop series consisting of three 90-min. classes for
elementary schools (ages 6 – 10). Throughout the workshops the children get to know the BALERIA
story which introduces the BALERIA family, a group of hand-made puppets (sewing instruction below,
Chapter 5). One of them will serve as the BALERIA-mascot of the class. The puppet can stay in the
group after the project to remind the children about the developed FAIR PLAY rules and
responsibilities.
The catalogue of activities (Chapter 8) offers a selection of practical games and exercises to adapt the
workshops depending on the possibilities of the organization and different target groups.

The role of the BALERIA mascot
The BALERIA-puppets are all different, but have a couple of things in common including their general
shape (round to highlight the association with BALL in BALERIA), good mood (smiling mouth) and the
aspiration to provide a home open to all people, a place in which everybody is welcome and
accepted. As such, they are all masters in FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE and assist the children to improve
their own competence in fairness.
The mascot accompanies the children not only
throughout the workshops but also at the BALERIA
Campus and plays an important role during the course
work. It is a support for the teaching assistant and talks
through him/her to the children and invites them to
live together in the BALERIA house. The children like
the mascot and it is an easy way to get them connected
to the BALERIA program.

The BALERIA family: FAIR PLAY masters
The mascot is part of the sustainability strategy because class teachers and educators can use the
puppet beyond the project time as a reminder of FAIR PLAY and FAIR LIFE as well as the related
aspects of tolerance, solidarity, respect and justice.
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Objectives during the course work
The course units are organized around furnishing the BALERIA-house and developing rules and
recommendations to ensure fair coexistence. Depending on the age groups of the children these
rules and recommendations are more or less simple focusing on finding compromises and solutions,
taking the perspective of others, taking responsibility for specific tasks, expressing respect and
appreciation for others and learning how to win and lose fairly. The task of the teachers and teaching
assistants is to link those rules and regulations to the four different aspects of FAIR PLAY: tolerance,
solidarity, respect and justice.

The Story of the BALERIA house & family
In each unit of the workshops the children will
decorate the BALERIA house step by step, first with
objects (and / or animals) that children and adults
would like to have in “a place in which everybody
is welcome and appreciated”.
In the second phase, the children commit
themselves to take responsibilities for specific
aspects and tasks in the house and develop rules
and recommendations for living together so that
life with different people can run smoothly.
The aim of this activity is to make children aware
of the challenges of living with diverse people and that FAIR LIFE (and equally FAIR PLAY) only works
if differences between people are recognized and compromises and solutions to integrate those
differences are found. The concept of empathy linked to the slogan “I imagine I were you!” is equally
important as showing and communicating respect and appreciation to the people around you.
In the course of this manual and on https://www.BALERIA.eu you will find a list of supporting
documents including possible teaching materials for the workshops, the print files for the BALERIA
house as well as a detailed lesson plans for the workshop series.
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Methodology and didactic
The course can be implemented separately or as preparation for the BALERIA Campus. They are run
in classes or smaller groups. The contents can be provided by voluntary teaching assistants, for
example as part of voluntary internships (cf. Chapter 3: Winning of cooperation partners). The size of
the group should be between 15 – 30 participants maximum. During the workshops children get to
know the four BALERIA pillars in a playful and practical way. In round table discussions, individual
working phases and selected games, the children get a feel for the meaning of the BALERIA values
and what they mean for dealing fairly with each other.

BALERIA call: The battel cry
The BALERIA call serves to strengthen the team spirit within the group and gives the children the
opportunity to identify deeper with the BALERIA program. The call is part of the workshops and
serves as an entry and exit ritual. During the BALERIA Campus the children can use the call to cheer
their own team or unite the team when playing the FAIR PLAY team activities.
How to do it:
The children form a circle and call together:
„Vi-va” (left arm up) - „Vi-va”( right arm up) – BA-LE-RI-A (arms form a big circle) – All
together WE ARE HERE!!” (Children jump up and throw their hands in the air)
After a Laola wave: "LET'S GO” (beginning of the course) or “Bye, bye!” (at the end of a
training session).”

Inclusion of voluntary teaching assistants
To reduce the additional workload for teachers and educators in the participating organizations,
voluntary teaching assistants can conduct the BALERIA course units. Teaching assistants can be
students studying to become teachers or trainees of the organisation who are interested in teaching
social inclusion and gaining teaching experience. One possibility is to cooperate with the university as
students are typically happy to gain practical teaching experience during their studies (in particular
those who study to become a teacher).
In order to find voluntary students, advertisements can be published at the university’s black boards
or via student support (see page 14). It is important to select applicants formally, for example, by
conducting interviews to ensure that they provide adequate motivation and appropriate skills to run
the BALERIA training program. The teaching assistants have to be made familiar with the course units
and lesson plans as well as particularities of the classes and groups of the participating organizations.
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It is advisable that teachers / educators provide feedback rounds for the teaching assistants after
each course unit to highlight strengths and weaknesses which benefits both the teaching of the
program as well as the teaching experience of the assistants. Teachers and educators typically
appreciate being able to observe their group or class when being taught by an external person in
order to enrich their view of the children from a different perspective.

Key factors to run BALERIA workshops successfully
 Selection, preparation and training of the teaching assistants
 Contact and exchange with class teachers to learn about particularities of the group (e.g.
existing rules and regulations for social behaviour, children with special needs, size and setup
of the classroom, etc.)
 Atmosphere in the class both in preparation of the workshop (e.g. by the teacher) as well as
during the workshops. The atmosphere should be open-minded, serious and playful at the
same time. The aim is to create a warm, welcoming, but also focused learning environment.
 Teachers who prepare the coursework by setting up the atmosphere in advance, as well as
continuing to use the BALERIA story after the course work in the daily teaching environment
(e.g. to solve conflicts or refresh the recommendations for Fair Play & Fair Life). Teachers act
as role models.
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EXAMPLE for a BALERIA Workshop Plan
Social Value Education on FAIR-PLAY: children age 6-8 (group size 15 – 30)
Aim: In three units (à 90 Min.) children learn about the four columns of the BALERIA-values: Tolerance (= acknowledgement of differences between people & empathy),
Solidarity (= responsibility for others and the environment), Respect (= Respect for others and appreciation/acknowledgement), and Justice (learn to win and lose fairly and
transfer to society). The values are introduced as the FOUR STEPS OF FAIR-PLAY.
Storyline throughout the units: Children meet the BALERIA-family (one member stays as mascot in the class – Sewing instructions in Chapter 5 below). During the workshop
series, children furnish the BALERIA- Tolerance house (ca. 150cm * 150cm), a house in which everybody is welcome, accepted and can live together. The Roof Tiles specify the
BALERIA rules and recommendations on Fair Life. A checklist on how to implement the course units can be found in Chapter 7 (Checklists and Forms).
-

Furnishing the BALERIA Fair Life house (Unit 1)
Individual responsibilities (Unit 2)
Recognizing individual FAIR-PLAY behaviours (Unit 3).

Unit 1: Step 1 Fair Play: The BALERIA-Home – A place for everybody: “What do we want to live with?”
Learning goal: Exercises and games about tolerance (getting aware about differences between people) and empathy („I imagine I were you…“)
Phases and
time (90 min)
Phase 1:
10 min

Topic

Content

Method

Welcome and
introduction

 Welcome & Introduction BALERIA-Family:
3 common characteristics:
1) Always good mood
2) They love everything related to balls ( “BALERIA”)
3) They are FAIR-PLAY-Masters (Tolerance, solidarity, respect & justice)
 Introduction FAIR PLAY – What is it?

Phase 2:
20-25 min.

Awareness of
differences

Action game &
reflection

Lead to:
- Empathy
- Finding compromises

Game "I know you and you know me". (Learn how different we all are)
 Calling categories to which kids can or cannot belong
 Include social undesirable behaviors (e.g. lying, unfair behavior, etc.),
 Discuss: How did you feel when you treated others unfairly? How did you feel when you were
treated unfairly by others?
 LEARNING: It hurts / makes sad, when treated unfairly
 REFLECTION: Solutions: awareness on differences between people and consequences of unfair
behavior
 EMPATHY: “I imagine I were you” (roof tile 1) and
“Finding solutions & compromises in conflict” (roof tile 2).
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Kids sit in circle.

Phases and
time (90 min)
Phase 3:
15 min

Phase 4:
10 min

Phase 5:
20 min

Topic

Content

Method

Reflection Game:
„I know you and you
know me…“

Reflect on:
 What do you think, why are you sometimes teased by others?
 Why are you teasing others?
 Remember, how it feels to be teased…
 What can be a solution?
Conclusion: What did we learn here? What do we need then in the BALERIA house?
Lead to ROOF TILES:
“I imagine, I were you”… (potentially add game in which children can try this)
And “finding compromises & solutions” as well as “rules that fair to everyone”.

All kids stay in circle

Introduction group / team name
BALERIA Call:
How to do it:
The children form a circle and call together:
„Vi-va (left arm up) – Viva (right arm high) – BA-LE-RI-A (arms make a big circle) – All together WE
ARE HERE!! (Children jump up and stretch arms in the air) "- All the arms in the middle, shake hands,
- Laola wave" ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh "- When wave is over, all jump into the air, arms up and shouting:
"LET'S GO” (beginning) or “Bye, bye!” (hands waving at the end).”

The kids stand in the circle

Movement break –
Introduction of the
BALERIA call

Introduction of the
BALERIA house

 The BALERIA house is a place in which everybody is welcome and accepted.
 The BALERIA family members are FAIR PLAY and FAIR Life Masters. How do they do that?
 The recommendations noted down earlier represent important rules for the house. (ROOF TILES
ARE GLUED IN THE ROOF)
 Task: Furbish the house with anything that you think belongs in house so that people can have fun
and feel well.
 The ideas can be drawn on white paper (Din A6) which will then be glued in the house. Older kids
can also discuss ideas at group tables, so that not everybody draws the same.
 Together with the teacher, kids hang up their drawings in the house.

Phase 6:
5 min

Reflection of the
furnishing

 Appreciation of the work, discussion of the different preferences as well as potential sources for
conflicts (e.g. noise, mess, etc.)
 Conclusion: Summary of what hast been learned today:
 People are very different and like very different things (see house furnishing)
 If those people want to live together without constantly fighting, on need to be “tolerant of
differences”, empathetic (“I imagine I were you”), and “finding solutions and compromises, when
people want different things” ( roof tiles).

Phase 7:
5 min

Conclusion

 Outlook for next unit
 BALERIA battle cry to end the session (Battle cry can end with „bye, bye” and hand waving…
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Atmosphere: focused
Connect contents to Fair
Play and Fair Life
The roof tiles reflect rules
and regulations so that
different people can leave
together

Kids sit at tables
Atmosphere: quiet

Atmosphere: relaxed, open,
light

Unit 2: The BALERIA House – Responsibilities in the house: “How can we play / live together”?
Learning goal: Step 2 Fair Play: taking responsibility; Step 3 Fair Play: respect and appreciation
Phases and
time (90 min)
Phase 1:
15 min.

Topic

Content

Method

Welcome & Introduction
(topic: rules)







Welcome and Battle cry
Today’s topic: Step 2 and Step 3 of Fair Play: HOW can we play and live together?
Recap of the house, the roof tiles and the furnishing
Intro. Next topic “taking responsibility”
Definition of the concept:
E.g. “to take care of something or someone (regularly) that needs my help”
Link to existing responsibilities of the kids
Reflect on: Why is responsibility for others so important?

BALERIA house hangs on the
wall.
Kids sit in a circle around it.



“Taking responsibility for others” is a new roof tile for the roof in the house

Phase 2:
10 min

Game: Blind snake

„Taking Responsibility for others“
 Group is split in groups of 4-5 children
 One child is the “leader”, the others build a cue behind that child
 With music in the background the leading child leads his/her group, the children being led
close their eyes.
 After a couple of minutes group leadership is changed.
Learnings:
 Taking responsibility for others & taking care for others
 Trusting other people

Phase 3:
15 Min

Taking responsibilities in the
house

Working Task
 Each kid draws or writes something for which they want to take responsibility in the house,
older kids can discuss their respective responsibilities in small groups, so that different
areas are covered.
 Include typical areas like kitchen, bathrooms, garden, etc.
 Use yellow papers (DIN A6) which will be glued onto the side of the house.

Phase 4:
5 min.

Reflection

Learnings about taking on responsibility:
 E.g. there are many different things for which you can take responsibilities
 Taking responsibility for other people is the most difficult form of responsibility
 Sometimes taking on responsibility is difficult or even boring
 If everybody takes responsibility for something (shared fairly), everybody can benefit.
 FAIR PLAY: Taking responsibility for others in your and the other team
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Children move in the room

BREAK (5 min)
Phase 5:
10 min

Step 3 of FAIR PLAY:
Respect & appreciation

Intro:
 Discuss and define the concept respect:
- e.g. “respect means to see the good and the capability in others.”
- “treating others with respect means to appreciate them how they are and their skills”
- “saying ‘respect’ to someone means ‘I find great what you do / who you are!’
 we treat others the way we want to be treated ourselves.
 Discuss experiences with respect and appreciation (= „I tell you what I like about you.“)
 “Respect for others” and “appreciation” become two new roof tiles for the roof in the
house.

Phase 6:
15 min

Game on cohesion and
solidarity

Take a rope (ca 15 m in a group of 25 children)
 Rope is on the floor in a circle
 Kids need to be inside the circle and are not allowed to step out
 Circle gets smaller and smaller
 Children need to get close to each other and cooperate.

Kids move in the room.

Phase 7:
15 min

Express appreciation and
respect to others

„Shower of appreciation“
 each kid receives an A4-Sheet which is prepared with the beginning of the sentence: „I like
about you…“
 kids first write their own name on top of the sheet.
 Kids move in the room, following a sign of the teacher, they write somethings on the sheet
of paper of the person standing closest to them (not only their best friends!)
 Repeat until every kid has 3- 4 statements

Kids move in the room.

Phase 8:
10 min.

Reflection and conclusion

 Discuss the game and learnings,
 Homework: children can ask family and friends to add things on the sheet. (bring sheets
back to class for next time)
 Today’s learnings Fair Play steps 2 and 3:

Taking on responsibilities is important when people want to live together

Telling each other what is great creates a positive atmosphere
 Battle cry call to say good-bye

In the circle
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Unit 3: The BALERIA house: „how do we win and lose fairly?“
Aim: Step 4 Fair Play
Phases and
time (90 min)
Phase 1:
15 Min

Topic

Content

Method

Welcome and introduction






Kids have brought
appreciation sheets
back in class.

Phase 2:
10 Min

„Not cheating“

Introductory battle cry & revision of last sessions learning and appreciation sheets
Introduction of the topic FAIR PLAY Master LEVEL: How to win and lose fairly?
Discuss the children’s experience with winning and loosing
Define the concept of fair winning and losing:

Treat others with respect

Respect the rules of the game

Respect the referee’s decisions

Don’t cheat (even when you are losing)
Game on „not cheating“
 Group is separated in two halves
 With eyes closed the children need to build a row in which they are sorted according to their size
 The children can cooperate by speaking, but are not allowed “to cheat” by opening their eyes.
 The group with less mistakes or who finished first is the winner.
Reflect on the temptation of cheating…

Phase 3:
10 min.

Story “John the Fair Play
master”

“Run, John, run!” shouts Jacky with the ball at her feet. During the training game on the football pitch
the score is at 1:1. When Jacky’s high ball flies straight in the area in front of the goal, John wants to
head it straight to score.

Kids are in the circle

But suddenly there is Benny, “quickly, head it back” shouts the goalkeeper Brian to Benny. Benny
jumps up in order to head the ball out of the dangerous zone. But instead of his front head he hits the
ball with the nose. Uuughhh, that hurts!
Reflection:
What does fair play mean
and why is it important?

Benny stays upright, but looks as if he is quite dizzy. The goalkeeper runs to Benny.
The ball is just in front of the goal and the referee has not paused the game. “Wow, this is my chance!”
thinks John. He suddenly sees the great opportunity to score.
Pause for thought:
 What do you think John is doing now?
 What would you do now?
John runs towards the ball, he wants to score, but in the last second he turns around and instead runs
to Benny. “Are you ok?” he asks.
“ah, yes, thank you. Getting there…” answers Benny.
Brian, the goal keeper observed John’s behaviour and says: “Wow, John, that was true FAIR PLAY! Well
done!!!” - The other kids nod in agreement and applaud.
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Kids are in the room.

Reflection of the story in group discussion:
 What is the main idea of FAIR PLAY ( everybody has the same chances to win, nobody is hurt
or disrupted…)
 In case you need to decide: FAIR PLAY more important than winning!
Phase 4:
5 min.

Recognizing Fair Play
behaviours

Categorize Fair Play behaviour:
 If a behaviour is fair than jump up
 If a behaviour is unfair than make yourself small on the floor.

Kids are in the room

Example behaviours:







Throwing the ball at someone else’s head
Kick someone else / pulling the shirt
Congratulate when someone else scored
Wanting to win in any case
Laughing when the other one lost
Being happy when your team has won

Conclusion:
 What is the essence of FAIR PLAY ( everybody has the same chances to win, nobody is hurt or
disrupted…)
 In case you need to decide: FAIR PLAY more important than winning!
 Glue a new roof tile for „Fair winning and losing“ to the roof of the house.
BREAK (5 min)
Phase 5:
20 min.

Fair Play in the garden of the
BALERIA house

Fair Play in the garden of the BALERIA house – decorating footballs
 Each kid decorates a football with colours
 Examples of Fair Play behaviours are written in the centre of the football.
 Older kids can discuss examples of fair play behaviour in small groups before.
 The footballs are glued in the garden of the BALERIA house. (e.g. always 3 kids come to the front,
explain the rest of the group which behaviour they have chosen and glue it on the poster. The
others applaud)

Kids work at group
tables

Phase 6:
10 min.

conclusion
& signing the FAIR PLAY &
FAIR LIFE contract

 Reflect the full house with the furnishings, the responsibilities and the FAIR PLAY behaviours…
 Summarize the learning of the BALERIA workshops (roof tiles) and how the children can apply this
in their classrooms
 Every kid signs the house (in the clouds). This is the contract on “FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE” to which
everybody commits themselves by signature.
 Outlook BALERIA Campus day.
 The course ends with the battle cry.
 The kids can now practice the new behaviours until the BALERIA Campus day.

Kids work at group
tables
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5. Teaching materials and instructions to prepare BALERIA course
units

Mascot: Madame/Monsieur BALERIA
The BALERIA mascot is a glove puppet that can be
easily made with help of the sewing instructions below.
The mascot accompanies the children during their
participation in the BALERIA program and afterwards it
stays in class to be a reminder for the children to live
the BALERIA values.

Sewing Instruction:
Material:


Textile (ca. 40cm x 90 cm)



Round cushions (ca. 30 cm Ø)



Decoration material (textile colour, stickers, etc.)



Felt (for feet and hands and evtl. decoration)



Hot glue (HMA, hot-melt adhesive)



Sewing utensils

1) Cut the material to the appropriate size.
2) Sew the feet and add decoration like a hat or hair, etc. (hands can be glued), to one end of the
material.
3) Sew the ends of the material together to create the cushion cover (either by hand or with a
sewing machine)
4) Decorate the puppet with textile colour and or decoration material which can be glued with hot
glue (HMA) on the body of the doll.
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The BALERIA Fair Life house
The BALERIA house is the basis of the course units. The house has to be printed as a large poster (see
printer's copy, optimal 150 x 150 cm). The children set up and design their own house with help of
more teaching materials (see below).

Left: Printer's copy of the BALERIA house

Right: BALERIA Fair Life house designed by the children

(Digital version see https://www.BALERIA.eu/ )
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Teaching materials to design the BALERIA Fair Life house

7 roof tiles
ROOF
in orange, beige, white

FRONT OF THE

white papers, 1-2 per child, DIN A6

HOUSE

(e.g. prepare with DIN A4 papers)

SIDE OF THE

yellow file cards,

HOUSE

1-2 per child

GARDEN

white and colourful soccer balls,
DIN A5, 1 football per child, 10
colourful soccer balls

“I like about you

white cardboards, 1 per child and 1

…”

for the teacher, string or elastic
(saver) to produce a neck sling

Additional materials needed during the course units:


5 Flip Chart markers in different colours



Rope, minimum 15 metres (Unit 2, team game)



Small self-adhesive labels to fix papers and cards in the house



Stickers to create name badges for the children
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6. The BALERIA Campus
Main goal of the BALERIA Campus
The BALERIA Campus is a one-day event attended by all participants of the BALERIA program. The
BALERIA Campus represents one of the highlights of the BALERIA program. The potential of sport is
used so that the children can practically experience the BALERIA values and the Fair Play and Fair Life
atmosphere. During the BALERIA Campus children play either football or any other sports (e.g. track
and field, gymnastics, etc.). In groups, they take part in different activities dedicated to the principles
of the four BALERIA Fair Play steps, promoting Fair Play, team spirit, tolerance, solidarity respect and
justice.

Voluntary Teachers, teaching assistants and parents accompany the children throughout the day,
acting as referees and game leaders and as such also become part of the BALERIA program. The
involvement of the parents provides a good possibility to integrate the BALERIA values to the
children's family life beyond the BALERIA Campus.

Football competition at BALERIA Campus
If the main theme of the sport event is football, then all children take part in a football competition.
The system of the competition is structured such that children of the same age compete against each
other. Therefore children of different classes but of the same grade play against each other. Special
emphasis is given to fair play, social inclusion and equal opportunities on the football field.
BALERIA promoting gender equality with putting girls and boys as equal players on football
playground and stimulating fair-play regardless of players’ race, nationality, ethnicity, religious
believes and economic status.
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BALERIA represents sports as equal opportunity for all and teaches children to have fun with sports
and to play equally with others. The program stimulates children to win and loose with the same
courage. During the BALERIA course units, the children were theoretically and playfully engaged in
these topics. The contents that they have learned in the workshops can now be put in action at the
sport event.

Fair Play activities at the BALERIA Campus
All classes participate in different Fair Play activities based on the principles of the BALERIA values by
focusing on fair-play, team spirit, tolerance, solidarity, respect and justice.
Planning the BALERIA Campus activities can be selected from the activity catalogue (Chapter 8) for
the respective target group. Ideally two skill games and one creative activity is selected to provide
the range of different activity styles and provide less sporty children the chance to demonstrate their
strengths. The Fair Play stations focus on how the children work together and how they treat each
other during a team task. They should work in a team, help each other, let the others have their say
and respect each other.

BALERIA Campus playing system
The playing schedule depends on the main theme of the sports event (football competition or any
other sports), the orientation of activities (Fair Play stations), number of participants and the
location. The location determines where the activities can be placed. The schedule can be organized
in a way that all groups are busy at the same time at different stations. It’s important to schedule
breaks between the activities.

Preparation of flags and banners
Depending on the context of the BALERIA Campus day team identities are prepared by the
participating groups (e.g. with creating flags, considering team slogans, etc.)
Selected classes may also want to prepare value banners with fair play, tolerance, solidarity, respect
and justice. At the opening ceremony the children march in with the flags and banners. After that the
flags are used to cheer up the team. The value banners decorate the different FAIR PLAY stations.
That helps to find the according stations and highlight what the activities are focused on.
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Material:
To create the flags and banners, the children can use old white bed sheets or simple white table cloth
(140 x 100 centimetres) and cloth chalk or textile colour.
Examples of banners and flags in a BALERIA football tournament
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Possible introductory story on BALERIA and Fair Play
An exemplary introduction story between two BALERIA-Puppets (e.g. grandson & grandfather) to
highlight the association between BALERIA, FAIR PLAY, RESPECT and TOLERANCE…
Grandson: Hello Granpa!
Grandad: Hello grandson!
Grandson: Granpa, what are YOU doing here?
Grandad: I’ve heard that the BALERIA-Bundesjugendspiele take place here. I wanted to take a look at
that.
Grandson: That’s awesome because I take part with my school. All children that you can see here
take part.
Grandad: I know about the Bundesjugendspiele. But what does BALERIA mean?
Grandson: BALERIA stands for FAIR PLAY.
Grandad: What? FAIR what? Apparently, I can’t hear very well today. Could you repeat that please?
Grandson: Kids, can you help me? Shout loudly: FAIR PLAY…
Kids shout FAIR PLAY.
Grandad: Ah, FAIR PLAY.
Granson: Exactly. FAIR PLAY means that we follow the rules. But especially that we treat other
people with respect and tolerance.
Grandad: What? Res- and tole-what?
Grandson: Hey kids, I guess you need to help me again. Could you shout loudly: RESPECT und
TOLERANCE…?
Kids shout RESPECT und TOLERANCE.
Grandad: Ah, RESPECT und TOLERANCE.
Grandson: Respect and Tolerance mean that we encounter each other with appreciation. We are
all different, but we can still respect each other, we can take care of and support each other.
Grandad: Ohm, but sometimes it is quite difficult to act always with tolerance, respect and
appreciation!
Grandson: Yes, it is. But I know a good trick. The trick is: I JUST IMAGINE I WERE YOU.
Grandad: Oh no! Do you also want to hear that badly?
Grandson: No, of course not! But I can put myself in your shoes and try to IMAGINE how it would
be if I wasn’t able to hear very well. And then I can more easily SUPPORT YOU.
Grandad: That’s a very good trick. Then I wish you all a lot of fun together now and good luck! One
last advice from me: SUPPORT EACH OTHER so that you can successfully master the team tasks at the
BALERIA value stations.
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Opening ceremony and medal ceremony
To set the stage for the BALERAI Campus, it is appropriate to provide a small opening ceremony. For
example, all classes march in with their flags and banners. The children form a big circle and sing
together a song that is chosen especially for this day by the organisation and which they practiced
previsouly and potentially related to Fair Play (for example “Fair Play” by Heinz Rudolf Kunze, mostly
in German). An introductory BALERIA story (see example below) may be useful to set the scene for
the children and highlight the BALERIA values. After that all
participants may call together the BALERIA battle cry. Then the
tournament can begin.
The BALERIA Campus ends with the medal ceremony. All classes
come together again to cheer for the winning teams (e.g. in the
football competition). The winning teams may receive a medal or a
prize. However, it is also important to acknowledge the Fair Play
activities. All participants receive the BALERIA Fair Play Certificate
(template in Chapter 7) for having taken part successfully in the BALERIA value stations.
A few days after the BALERIA Campus the children may receive a BALERIA thank-you letter written
by the BALERIA family. The letter can acknowledge the great FAIR PLAY behaviour at the BALERIA
Campus and that the BALERIA family is really proud about their team-spirit and behaviour with each
other.
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Exemplary descriptions of BALERIA Fair Play Stations
In the following there will be three exemplary descriptions of BALERIA Fair Play Stations that could
easily be used by voluntary parents or teaching assistants guarding the respective station.

STATION 1

The BALERIA Fair Life House

TO BEGIN:
„Welcome at the first station. Here you are going to build the BALERIA Fair Life House
together, which you are going to move into all together.
Our slogan is: TOGETHER WE ARE UNITED.
It is really important to build a house, in which you all fit together. The BALERIA Fair Life
House is a place, where we all feel welcome and where everyone respects each other. “
We build the BALERIA HOUSE:
 The task is to build a house out of 70 removal boxes (in different sizes), in which all
children fit together.

While the children think about the task: „Remember to let everyone get a chance to
speak, to listen to each other and to work together as a team. “
 You can give them ideas on how to make a roof: The children hold the removal boxes
over their heads or their hands form a roof etc...
 Once the house is finished, everyone goes into the house to shout loudly:
„TOGETHER WE ARE UNITED “.
AFTER THE GAME:
All classes receive a smiley for the route card.

EXEMPLARY SCHEDULE:

WS 1

9.20 9.45 10.10 10.35 11.00 11.25 11.50 12.15 9.45
10.10
10.35
11.00
11.25
11.50
12.15
12.40
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 8
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STATION 2

European Pyramid

TO BEGIN:
„Welcome at the second station. Here we are going to build the European Pyramid.”
Our slogan is: WE SUPPORT EACH OTHER.
During this task, it is essential that you help each other how to support the pyramid best.
You need to take good care of each other, so that nobody gets hurt or carries to heavily. So
it’s very important to pay very good attention to each other.
THE RULES:









Your goal is: to build a big pyramid together with the entire class. We are taking a
picture of that for the class.
Example cards serve as motivation: You are allowed to build the pyramid the way you
like to!
Rules that have to be considered (demonstrate in front of the group with one child):
o Strong parts at the back are the pelvis and the shoulder blades
o Never stand on the middle of the back or in the area of the neck
o Do not suddenly climb on or off somone, NEVER jump off!!
Once the pyramid is reasonably stable, every child receives a yellow European Star.
That star will be held up, when the pyramid is finished.
The class has 5 minutes to agree on a form for the pyramid. Then they start.
OPTIONAL: Circus music is played while the children build the pyramid.
Once the pyramid is finished the children shout loudly:
„WE SUPPORT EACH OTHER”.

Don’t forget to take pictures of the final European Pyramid!
AFTER THE GAME: All classes receive a smiley for the route card.

EXEMPLARY SCHEDULE:

WS 2

9.20 9.45 10.10 10.35 11.00 11.25 11.50 12.15 9.45
10.10
10.35
11.00
11.25
11.50
12.15
12.40
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 8
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STATION 3

VALUE RELAY

TO BEGIN:
„Welcome at the third station. As you know, BALERIA stands for four values: Tolerance,
Respect, Justice and Solidarity.
Our slogan is: OUR VALUES CONNECT US.
We use self-created banners of the values ( OPTIONAL: creativity task in preparatory
workshop: the children create banners with the values and their own associations). At this
task you need to optimize the team spirit and cooperate well together so that the large
ball does not fall of the banner.
THE RULES:









Task: Pendulum relay against time. (e.g. “The record in Europe is x min. y sec, which you AS A
CLASS have to beat”). (aim: the class competes together against the European record
The class is split into two groups of the same size facing each other from the two ends of the
running track.
On each side the groups are split into subgroups of 4 children. (Example: a class of 24 students is
split in 12 on each side of the running track and then in 3 groups of four).
The first two sub-groups on each side of the track receive a value banner (4 banners in total).
The banner is held by one kid per corner and a large gymnastic ball (e.g. 80 – 90 cm Ø) is placed
on the banner. The children have to balance the ball on the value banner and bring it as fast as
possible to their partners on the other side.
The groups transfer the ball from one banner to the next without touching the ball. The ball
must not fall.
If the ball falls off, the children have to restart at their starting point while the time continues.

The game is finished when the ball is brought into the finish line back to the banner of the
first group. Then the children shout loudly: „OUR VALUES CONNECT US”.
AFTER THE GAME: All classes receive a smiley for the route card.

EXEMPLARY SCHEDULE:

WS 1

9.20 9.45 10.10 10.35 11.00 11.25 11.50 12.15 9.45
10.10
10.35
11.00
11.25
11.50
12.15
12.40
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 8
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Impressions of the BALERIA Campus
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7. Checklists and Forms
In the following you will find a series of practical checklists and forms that can be used and
adapted for the the organization of the BAERIA program:

A) Checklist: Implementation of the course units
B) Checklist: Preparation of the BALERIA Campus
C) BALERIA flyer to introduce program (print double-sided, fold in the middle)
D) Flyer to find teaching assistants
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A) Checklist: Implementation of the course units
Step 1 (optional): Find organisation(s) for cooperation


Use the BALERIA flyer to get in contact to the organisation. Consider:
 Why is the organisation suitable for cooperation?
 How can existing structures be used effectively (learning structures, sport events, school events,
project days or project weeks)?

Step 2: Introduce participating teachers and educators to the program





Give an overview about BALERIA program and philosophy
Schedule the training lessons
Schedule BALERIA Campus regarding to existing events
Check: is it necessary to get parental permission for the children to participate in the program?

Step 3: Find teaching assistants



Find voluntary teaching assistants (cf. template of flyer below)
Conduct interviews with teaching assistants

Step 4: Train the teaching assistants



Provide explanations to the course units (procedure and use of the materials)
Consider as teacher and teaching assistant:
 Get to know the teacher in person
 Clarify conditions in the class (classroom, number and special features of the children, common
rules in the class)
 Get familiarized to the course units

Step 5: Prepare teaching materials




Sew BALERIA mascots
Print BALERIA Fair Life houses
Produce teaching materials (see list)

Step 6: Implementation of the course units



Teaching assistants run course units
Feedback round between teachers and teaching assistants after each course unit (what went well/worse
and how to change it)

Step 7: Evaluation



Conduct evaluation talks with teaching assistants, head of organisation/teachers/educators
Prepare participation confirmation for teaching assistants
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B) Checklist: Preparation of the BALERIA Campus
Step 1: Date and Location





Schedule BALERIA Campus regarding to existing event at organisation
Fix the date
Find a location (e.g. facilities of the school, public lawn)
Clarify the number of participants

Step 2: System of competition





Find a system for football competition/track and field etc.
Chose suitable activities for target group
Prepare playing schedule
Prepare schedule for BALERIA Campus

Step 3: Find volunteers



Use support of organisation to find volunteers (parents) act as referees or game leader
Organize a timetable for volunteers

Step 5: Prepare event materials







White bed sheets/cheap cloth bulk stock and cloth chalk for banners and flags
Materials for every activity competition (skill games)
Description of the activities (skill games)
Location plan
Certificates and fair play trophy
Etc.

Step 6: End of the BALERIA training program
 Give thank-you letter from family BALERIA to the participants
Step 7: Evaluation



Conduct evaluation talks with teaching assistants, head of organisation/teachers/educators
Prepare participation confirmation for teaching assistants
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C) BALERIA flyer (print double-sided and fold in the middle)

BALERIA
A social inclusion project for pupils, teachers, educators and parents
“All of us want to be treated fairly and therefore also should treat others
fairly. We are all responsible for the fair treatment of others and
ourselves.”
BALERIA is a European-wide social value training on FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE.
The program is using the potential of sports and creative activities to break
down social barriers and to bring social values (tolerance, solidarity, respect
and justice) to life. The aim is to connect different groups of children
through sports during awareness-raising sport events which are framed by
charity activities.
CENTRAL GOALS
The program aims at teaching social values to prepare young children for
life in open societies and making them aware about the different aspects of
FAIR PLAY.
TARGET GROUPS
Target groups are kids in playgroups and kindergartens, primary and
secondary schools and sport clubs. The program focuses on all children,
especially nationally and ethnically diverse groups, minorities and children
with special needs.

BALERIA TRAINING
The program focuses on the BALERIA-Philosophy:

“Kids for kids – building bridges through sports”.
An online-tutorial for teachers and educators provides background
knowledge as well as ideas for sportive, creative and health-promoting
activities to run course units, workshops as well as school and sport events
like the BALERIA Campus.

 BALERIA Online-Tutorial for teachers to support the organization and
the implementation of the project through ideas and teaching materials
for workshops, course units, activities etc. to prepare the BALERIA
Campus.
 Positive image & reputation for the school through participation in a
social inclusion program.
 Networks with partner organizations and countries of the BALERIA
Campus.

BALERIA WORKSHOPS
In workshops the children not only learn about and practice four key
aspects of FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE, but also think about rules and
responsibilities which are necessary to provide equal opportunities and
fairness to everybody. Herewith the children can playfully and consciously
consider the challenges in integrating people with different needs.
BALERIA CAMPUS
The event day presents sports as FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE opportunity for all.
Children have the possibility to practice and experience the different
aspects of FAIR PLAY and FAIR LIFE in playful exercises and games.
BALERIA SOLIDARITY SUPPORT
The event can be framed by the BALERIA SOLIDARITY SUPPORT activities.
Creative activities by children for children are used to promote charity and
solidarity projects to build social, cultural and international networks.

What is the contribution of the project?

What is the contribution of the school?
 The pupils and the learning structure
 Rooms and facilities
 If possible: existing event structures in which BALERIA can be integrated
(e.g. sport events, school events, project days or project weeks, etc.)
 The motivation to network socially inclusive
 Committed teachers who like to support the project 

D) Flyer to find voluntary teaching assistants

Become a voluntary teaching assistant in the BALERIA Program!
BALERIA is a European-wide social value training on FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE. The program
aims at teaching social values to prepare young children for life in open societies and making
them aware about the different aspects of Fair play.

Be part of the BALERIA family!

We are looking for voluntary teaching assistants

Your benefit:
-

Gain and develop your personal teaching experience
Be part of a European project and take advantage of the international BALERIA
network
Get contacts to schools and other educational institutions
Get a certificate

If you are interested, please contact … [ENTER contact person]

8. Catalogue of activities (skill games), sorted by BALERIA values
In the following there will be a list of FAIR PLAY activities that have been used in different BALERIA campi across Europe. You can find references to
the promoted values, group size, duration etc. The activities are colour-coded according to the colours of the BALERIA Fair Play & Fair Life
philosophy:
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Grit: TOLERANCE
Learnings: Familiarize students with developmental disabilities. How people with autism are bothered by things most people do not notice. Sensory
tactile difficulties are common among people with Autism.
Duration (at group size): ca 5-10‘ regardless the numbers of students
Target group: Typically Developing Students
Age: 10-12
Number of participants: Unlimited.
Ability: No specific ability needed
Game materials/resources: Pieces of sandpaper (as many as the participants)
Description:
Take a piece of sandpaper inside your shirt, behind your tag. Leave it there as long as you can tolerate it.
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Walking with a guide: TOLERANCE & SOLIDARITY
Learnings: Familiarize students with difficulties that a person with visual impairments might face at daily life. Taking responsibility for someone else.
Cooperation.
Duration (at group size): ca 15‘ regardless the numbers of students
Target group: Typically Developing Students
Age: 10-12
Number of participants: Unlimited. Students working in couples
Ability: walking, balance, listening
Game materials/resources: Psychomotor Equipment (Cones, ropes, hula hoops, plastic sticks)
Description:
The tutor designs small psychomotor routes with cones, ropes, or other kind of obstacles (like putting sticks on the cones) and then asks the
students to work in couples one as a “guide“ and the other as ‘‘blind person“ . The guides‘ jobs is to help the blind person to pass through all the
routes” They can help by telling them how to do it or touch them to guide their way.
Make sure the guide ASK before helping.
Discussion: What are the ways the class could be helpful to someone with vision problems?
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A different program: TOLERANCE & SOLIDARITY
Learnings: Familiarize students with difficulties that a person with visual impairments might face at daily life.
Duration (at group size): ca 15‘ regardless the numbers of students
Target group: Typically Developing Students
Age: 10-12
Number of participants: Unlimited.
Ability: touching, listening
Game materials/resources: Card board and different object that reminds them school activities (e.g. small balls for physical education, Spoon for
dining room, tooth brush for self-care, paintbrush for painting, a plastic number for math etc.)
Description:
Students are asked to capture their school program in a haptic pictogram (as in the picture), using various objects that resemble their subjects (for
example, a ball could be used for physical education, a plastic number for mathematics). Discussion: What are the ways the class could be helpful to
someone with vision problems?
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The standing stick: SOLIDARITY
Learnings: Students have to be considerate of others, since the game is only successful if all the sticks are standing after the exchange. So, it’s not
only important that you are quick in catching the next stick, but you have to make sure, you leave your stick in a way that another person can catch
it.
Duration (at group size): 10 – 15 minutes
Target group: children and youth
Age: 5 years and older
Number of participants: min. 3
Ability:
Game materials/resources: sticks (you can use branches, poles, even brooms…)
Description:
- Each participant gets a stick (a cane).
- The participants are standing in a circle, a few feet apart
- Everyone is holding a stick straight up in front of them
- On your mark, everyone lets go of their stick and moves in a clockwise direction to the next stick, trying to catch it.
- The goal is to keep all the sticks standing for as many rounds as possible.
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Blind trust: SOLIDARITY & RESPECT
Learnings: Students have to take responsibility for someone else, at the same time they get to know the challenges that some people have to face in
their everyday lives
Duration (at group size): 5 – 10 minutes
Target group: children and youth
Age: 7 years and older
Number of participants: 2 per par
Ability:
Game materials/resources: blindfold (scarf/), obstacles (make sure they are safe and age-appropriate)
like medium size boxes, pillows…
Description:
- Set up the obstacle course
- One participant from the par gets blindfolded and the other one has to make sure he/she gets
through
 the obstacle course safely, using ONLY words to give directions (no touching)
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Draw with my mouth: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY & RESPECT
Learnings: awareness of physical disabilities, respect diversity
Duration (at group size): 15 min including reflection (with 20-25 kids)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 6 years and older
Number of participants: 20-25 children
Ability: No specific ability needed
Game materials/resources: brushes, paints, watercolours, sketch block
Description:
The students are using only their mouth in order to paint. They put the brushes into their mouth and try to paint, without using their hands.
Reflection: Talking with the Children about their experiences (feelings etc.), what were the difficulties?
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Colorful words: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY & RESPECT
Learnings: respect for diversity, awareness about learning disabilities
Duration (at group size): About 10 min with reflection (20-25 children)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 8 and older
Number of participants: 20-25 kids
Ability: reading
Game materials/resources: Paper with Colour words
Description:
The group is split in two teams.
The students must read loud, the colour the word is written in, not the word itself.
Reflection: Afterward discuss if it was easy for them to concentrate to the colour and not to the word. And even if the answer was correct how
difficult it was for their brain to understand what needs to be done. If you did it wrong does not mean that you are not smart. It means that your
brain wants to do something else because that is the usual way to function.

YELLOW BLUE ORANGE
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Backwards words: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY & RESPECT
Learnings: Awareness about learning disabilities.
Duration (at group size): about 15-20 min
Target group: children and youth
Age: 8 and older
Number of participants: 20 -25 kids
Ability: reading
Game materials/resources: text sheet
Description:
The students must read small and simple sentences which are written backwards. The teacher must put pressure on them and tell to the students to
read quickly and that is too easy.
Example:
“Eht kcalb tac tas no eht toh nit foor“
“The black cat sat on the hot tin roof“
Reflection: Talking with the kids about their experiences (feeling etc.), did being told to harry up help or not? What would have help?
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Building ties: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY & RESPECT
Learnings: Students have to learn how to cooperate in a group, respect opinions of others and learn how to accept compromises
Duration (at group size): 15-20 minutes (it also depends on the number of tasks that teams get)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 5 years and older
Number of participants: 4 – 6 per group
Ability:
Game materials/resources: cardboard boxes / various foam accessories, if available
Description:
The group receives instructions for the composition of various shapes, using cardboard boxes or other material available. They need to compose all
of the things listed, to advance to the next station, for example:
- Make the highest tower as you can
- Build a house in which the entire team can fit in
- Build a bridge, under which you can crawl
You can have as many tasks as you wish.
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Blindfolded relay race: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY & RESPECT
Learnings: Raising awareness on visual impairment/ blindness that should not be consider as a limit. Respect and mutual aid are very important in
sport activities and in everyday life.
Duration: 20/25 min
Target group: Children and youth
Age: 6-12 years
Number of participants: 20
Ability: Running in couples with obstacles
Game materials/resources: Blind fold and cones
Description: A blindfolded competitor, helped by his/her teammate (i.e. a guide), must reach the last station of arrival through a traced path. The
couple must not touch the obstacles. In the first part of the exercise, the guide gives verbal indications to the competitor on how to advance. In the
second part of the exercise, the guide and the competitor hold each other’s hands while running through the path. Both sequences allow the work
on trust building, while raising awareness on visual impairment.
Reflection: Understanding that teamwork and mutual aid are essential in sports activities and in everyday life.
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The spider pen: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY & RESPECT
Learnings: Students learn how to cooperate in a group, how to communicate and find compromise within the group
Duration (at group size): 10 - 15 minutes (it also depends on the number of tasks that teams get)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 5 years and older
Number of participants: 4-6 per group
Ability:
Game materials/resources: string, paper, marker
Description:
- You attach strings to a marker (one string per participant)
- Each participant gets one string and they have to hold it, so that the marker ‘stands’ in the air,
over a piece of paper
- Every team has to cooperate and write down one of BALERIA values / for younger children, you
can draw a maze on a piece of paper and they have to find a way out
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Blindfolded soccer and multisensorial exercises: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY, RESPECT & JUSTICE
Learnings: Understanding the importance of social inclusion in sports activities. Give to everyone the same opportunities in sport as in everyday life.
Duration: 30 min
Target group: Children and youth
Age: 6-14 years
Number of participants: 20
Ability: Blindfolded exercises using a soccer rattle ball
Game materials/resources: Blind fold and a soccer rattle ball
Description:
a) Organisation of two exercises using a soccer rattle ball:
 Exercises of goal shots where the kicker is blindfolded;
 Passes with the soccer rattle ball in pairs or in three persons where a participant is blindfolded.
The rattle ball is a very good tool that facilitates multisensorial exercises aimed to raising awareness on different approaches to sport
disciplines and, of course, on the inclusion of vulnerable target groups, such as visual impaired, in sports activities.
b) Other multisensorial exercise: This kind of exercise takes place in pairs. One participant is blindfolded, and he/she tries to follow and touch
his/her mate who moves around by clapping his hands.
Reflection: The continuity of physical activity and sport practice must be ensured throughout life, in order to foster the full integration of everyone
into the society. It’s fundamental to understand that sport is for everyone.
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Can you “follow“ me? TOLERANCE & RESPECT
Learnings: How people with autism are bothered by things most people do not notice
Duration (at group size): ca 15‘ for 5 people. (3‘ each one should take the place of Person#1)
Target group: Typically Developing Students
Age: 10-12
Number of participants: Unlimited. All class can be divided in to groups of 5.
Ability: reading, listening
Game materials/resources: A book (any book will do), a cardboard
Description:
The students are distributed into groups of 5. One of them (Person#1) plays the part of a person with autism.
The (Person#2) reads a book loudly right next to (Person#1).
The (Person#3) stands behind (Person#1) and rub slightly a piece of cardboard against the neck of (Person#1) repeatedly.
The (Person#4) pats (Person#1) on the head and the shoulder the entire time.
The (Person#5) using a normal voice reads a paragraph to (Person#1) and then asks them questions about what he red.
Afterwards the tutor asks students how did it feel to be in such a chaotic environment. Did it make them want to scream or get away?
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Shower of appreciation: „I like about you …“ TOLERANCE & RESPECT
Learnings: express appreciation and respect to others
Duration (at group size): 20 Minutes (with 20-25 kids)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 6 - unlimited
Number of participants: 10-30
Ability: writing
Game materials/resources: A4-Sheet for each child, prepared with the beginning of the sentence: „I like about you…“with a string or elastic (saver)
to produce a neck sling
Description: Each child receives an A4-Sheet. Children first write their own name on top of the sheet. Kids move in
the room with the A4-Sheet at their back. Following a sign of the teacher/educator they write somethings on the
sheet of paper of the person standing closest to them (not only their best friends!).
Repeat until every kid has 3- 4 statements. Children come together in a circle and every child read the own
statements.
Reflection: How did you feel by reading the statements?
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"I know you and you know me": TOLERANCE, RESPECT & JUSTICE
Learnings: awareness of differences between people and consequences of unfair behaviour
Duration (at group size): 20 min (with 20-25 kids)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 6 - unlimited
Number of participants: 10 - 30
Ability: /
Game materials/resources: find categories regarding your target group
Description:
Children are standing in a circle. Calling categories to which kids can or cannot belong. Children who belong to the called category step into the
circle. Depending the category are more or less children inside the circle. Children should be aware that we are similar and different.
Examples for categories: gender, citizenship, hair colour, hobbies, abilities etc.
Include social undesirable behaviours (e.g. lying, unfair behaviour, etc.).
Reflection:
- How did you feel when only a few children are standing inside the circle?
- How did you feel when you treated others unfairly?
- How did you feel when you were treated unfairly by others?
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“Blind snake”: RESPECT & JUSTICE
Learnings: respect and trusting other people, taking responsibility for others, practice justice by hold your eyes closed
Duration (at group size): ca. 10 - 15 Minutes including reflection (with 20-25 kids)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 6 years and older
Number of participants: 5 - unlimited
Ability: walking
Game materials/resources: music (optional)
Description:
The group is split in smaller groups of 5-6 children. One child is the “leader”, the others (“followers”) cue behind the “leader” putting their hands on
the shoulders of the kid.
- The “followers” close their eyes, the “leader” takes responsibility and leads the group through the room and around the obstacles (here optionally
add music).
- After a couple of minutes kids take turns in being the “leader” and the “follower”.
Reflection: Talking with the children about their experiences (feelings etc.)
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“All in a row”: RESPECT & JUSTICE
Learnings: respect and trusting other people, taking responsibility for others, practice justice by hold your eyes closed
Duration (at group size): ca. 15 Minutes including reflection (with 20-25 kids)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 6 years and older
Number of participants: 10 - unlimited
Ability: hearing, walking
Game materials/resources: /
Description:
The group is split up in two teams. Children of each group stand close together. Rules of the game are explained.
Children close their eyes and atmosphere is very quiet. Nobody is allowed to talk.
The task is to line up as quickly as possible by body high. Please note: the children have to be very careful by touching each other.
The winner group is who solves the task more quickly, doesn’t talk und treat each other respectfully.
For a second round, the children will be mixed differently.
Reflection: Talking with the children about their experiences (feelings etc.)
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“John, the Fair Play master”: JUSTICE
Learnings: think about what does fair play mean
Duration (at group size): ca. 10 Minutes including reflection (with 20-25 kids)
Target group: children
Age: 6-10
Number of participants: 5 - unlimited
Ability: hearing
Game materials/resources: Story: John the Fair Play master
Part 1: “Run, John, run!” shouts Jacky with the ball at her feet. During the training game on the football pitch the score is at 1:1. When Jacky’s high
ball flies straight in the area in front of the goal, John wants to head it straight to score. But suddenly there is Benny, “quickly, head it back”
shouts the goalkeeper Brian to Benny. Benny jumps up in order to head the ball out of the dangerous zone. But instead of his front head he
hits the ball with the nose. Uuughhh, that hurts! Benny stays upright, but looks as if he is quite dizzy. The goalkeeper runs to Benny. The ball
is just in front of the goal and the referee has not paused the game. “Wow, this is my chance!” thinks John. He suddenly sees the great
opportunity to score.
Pause for thought. Children are interviewed.
Part 2: John runs towards the ball, he wants to score, but in the last second, he turns around and instead runs to Benny. “Are you ok?” he asks. “Ah,
yes, thank you. Getting there…” answers Benny. Brian, the goal keeper observed John’s behaviour and says: “Wow, John, that was true FAIR
PLAY! Well done!!!” The other kids nod in agreement and applaud.
Description: Children are sitting in a circle. First part of the story is read out. Children are interviewed.
 What do you think John is doing now? What would you do now?
Second part of the story is read out. Children are interviewed again.

 What does fair play mean and why is it important? In case you need to decide: FAIR PLAY more important than winning!
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„Fair is …! Unfair is …!“ JUSTICE
Learnings: identify fair and unfair behaviour
Duration (at group size): 5 min
Target group: children
Age: 6-10
Number of participants: 10-unlimited
Ability: standing and kneeling
Game materials/resources: /
Description:
Children are standing in a room. Calling out different behaviours. Children have to categorize Fair Play behaviour:
- „If a behaviour is fair than jump up“.
- „If a behaviour is unfair than make yourself small on the floor“.
Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Throwing the ball at someone else’s head
Kick someone else / pulling the shirt
Congratulate when someone else scored
Wanting to win in any case
Laughing when the other one lost
Being happy when your team has won

Reflection: What is the essence of FAIR PLAY? Everybody has the same chances to win, nobody is hurt or disrupted!
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Catch me in any way you can: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY, RESPECT & JUSTICE
Learnings: awareness about people with physical disabilities, respect diversity
Duration (at group size): 15-20 min including reflection (20 kids)
Target group: children and youth
Age: 4 and older
Number of participants: about 20 children
Ability:
Game materials/resources: socks and stickers
Description:
The group is split in 2 teams.
All the students wear socks in their hands. The teacher put some stickers into the floor. Which team will collect the most stickers from the floor and
stick it again to the wall.
Reflection: Talking with the kids about their experiences (feeling etc.), what were the difficulties?
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Clean my way: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY, RESPECT & JUSTICE
Learnings: Respect diversity, taking responsibility for others, practice justice
Duration (at group size): 20 min 20-25 kids
Target group: children and youth
Age: 6 years and older
Number of participants: 20-25 kids
Ability:
Game materials/resources: Designed poster, pictures or photos with velcro sticker
Description:
In a big poster are designed (as a basic scenario) the paths of the daily activities of a student with wheelchair (e.g. from home to school, to the
playground, to the hospital). The paths have some obstacles in form of a sticker (velcro stickers can be easily transferred). Examples that can be put
on the velcro stickers (e.g. parking cars, stairs, high door handles).
The students must remove obstacles in a way that allows to people with wheelchair to move freely.
Reflection: Talking with the kids about their experiences (feeling etc.), Is it easy for someone with a wheelchair to live in our city? What can we do to
make our city a better place?
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Blind design: TOLERANCE, SOLIDARITY, RESPECT & JUSTICE
Learnings: awareness regarding Intellectual Disability
Duration (at group size): 10-15 min
Target group: children and youth
Age: 6 and older
Number of participants: 20
Ability: drawing
Game materials/resources: a print paper, blank paper, pencil
Description:
2 students sit on back to back, one of them has a print paper with a design, the other has a blank paper. The second student try to draw the design
following the instructions and without seeing the other student.
Reflection: Talking with the kids about their experiences (feeling etc.), what were the problems? What would have helped?
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9. Printer`s copy
BALERIA flyer (word document)
BALERIA Fair Life house (PDF)
BALERIA thank-you letter (word document)
Certificate (word document)
Declaration of Principles (PDF)
Soccer balls (PDF)
Roof tile (PDF)

10.

Annexes

Annex 1: Declaration of Principles
Annex 2: BALERIA Fair Play Certificate
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Annex 1: Declaration of Principles
DECLARATION
FAIR PLAY & FAIR LIFE
Our organization associates with the BALERIA project (ref. Of the project) and publicly declares to recognize
and promote the cultural values and social inclusion defended in the 10 golden rules of FIFA on Fair Play: (I)
respect the rules of the game (combination of FIFA rules 1, 3, 8, 9); (II) respect win and lose (FIFA rule 2); (III)
respect all participants equally (combination of FIFA rules 4, 7); (IV) spread good practice (combination of FIFA
rules
5,
6,
10).
1. Play fair Winning is without value if victory has been
achieved unfairly or dishonestly.
Cheating is easy, but brings no pleasure. Playing fair requires courage
and character. It is also more satisfying. Fair play always has its reward,
even when the game is lost. Playing fair earns respect, while cheating
only brings shame. Remember: it is only a game. And games are pointless
unless played fairly.

2. Play to win but accept defeat with dignity Winning is the
object of playing any game.
Never set out to lose. If you do not play to win, you are cheating your
opponents, deceiving those who are watching, and also fooling yourself.
Never give up against stronger opponents but never relent against
weaker ones. It is an insult to any opponent to play at less than full
strength. Play to win, until the final whistle. But remember nobody wins
all the time. You win some, you lose some. Learn to lose graciously. Do
not seek excuses for defeat. Genuine reasons will always be self-evident.
Congratulate the winners with good grace. Do not blame the referee or
anyone else. Be determined to do better next time. Good losers earn
more respect than bad winners.

3. Observe the laws of the Game
All games need rules to guide them. Without rules, there would be
chaos. The rules of football are simple and easy to learn. Make sure you
learn them; it will help you to understand the game better.
Understanding the game better will make you a better player. It is
equally important to understand the spirit of the rules. They are
designed to make the game fun to play and fun to watch. By sticking to
the rules, the game will be more enjoyable.

4. Respect opponents, team-mates, referees, officials and
spectators Fair
Play means respect. Respect is part of our game. Without opponents
there can be no game. Everyone has the same rights, including the right
to be respected. Team-mates are colleagues. Form a team in which all
members are equal. Referees are there to maintain discipline and Fair
Play. Always accept their decisions without arguing, and help them to
enable all participants to have a more enjoyable game. Officials are also
part of the game and must be respected accordingly. Spectators give the
game atmosphere. They want to see the game played fairly, but must
also behave fairly and with respect themselves.

The good name of football has survived because the vast majority of
people who love the game are honest and fair. Sometimes somebody
does something exceptional that deserves our special recognition. They
should be honoured and their fine example publicised. This encourages
others to act in the same way. Help to promote football's image by
publicising its good deeds.

7. Reject corruption, drugs, racism, violence, gambling and
other dangers to our sport
Football's huge popularity sometimes makes it vulnerable to negative
outside interests. Watch out for attempts to tempt you into cheating or
using drugs. Drugs have no place in football, in any other sport or in
society as a whole. Say no to drugs. Help to kick racism and bigotry out of
football. Treat all players and everyone else equally, regardless of their
religion, race, sex or national origin. Show zero tolerance for gambling on
games in which you participate. It negatively affects your ability to
perform and creates the appearance of a conflict of interests. Show that
football does not want violence, even from your own fans. Football is
sport, and sport is peace.

8. Help others to resist corrupting pressures
You may hear that team-mates or other people you know are being
tempted to cheat in some way or otherwise engage in behaviour deemed
unacceptable. They need your help. Do not hesitate to stand by them.
Give them the strength to resist. Remind them of their commitment to
their team-mates and to the game itself. Form a block of solidarity, like a
solid defence on the field of play.

9. Denounce those who attempt to discredit our sport
Do not be ashamed to stand up to anybody who you are sure is trying to
make others cheat or engage in other unacceptable behaviour. It is
better to ex pose them and have them removed before they can do any
damage. It is equally dishonest to go along with a dishonest act. Do not
just say no. Denounce those misguided persons who are trying to spoil
our sport before they can persuade somebody else to say yes.

10. Use football to make a better world
Football has an incredible power, which can be used to make this world a
better place in which everyone can live. Use this powerful platform to
promote peace, equality, health and education for everyone. Make the
game better, take it to the world, and you will be fostering a better
world.

5. Promote the interests of football: Football is the world's
greatest game.
But it always needs everybody's help to maintain its greatness. Think of
football's interests before your own. Think how your actions may affect
the image of the game. Talk about the positive things in the game.
Encourage other people to watch and play fairly. Help others to have as
much fun from football as you do. Be an ambassador for the game.

6. Honour those who defend football's good reputation
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION SUPPORT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF THIS PUBLICATION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN
ENDORSEMENT OF THE CONTENTS WHICH REFLECTS THE VIEWS ONLY OF THE AUTHORS, AND THE COMMISSION CANNOT BE
HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY USE WHICH MAY BE MADE OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED THEREIN.
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